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SUBJECT:  Student Planner 

 

The system has invested in the Student Planner tool to support efforts for promoting 

student success and AAC has discussed issues related to implementation of this tool at a number 

of meetings over the past year (February 2014, September 2013).  The product is designed to 

serve as an improved version of our Program Evaluation software which assists students and 

their advisor better monitor each student’s progress towards a degree.  Campus representatives 

have been assigned to facilitate the implementation of the tool with personnel from each of the 

units impacted including: 

 

 Facilitator: Carla Reihe 

 BHSU –Dawn Kennedy, April Meeker, Roxy Schmit 

 DSU-Sandy Anderson, John McNary, Jennifer Mees, Amber Rost, Kathy Callies 

 NSU – Peggy Hallstrom, Joann Pomplun, Jennifer Root 

 SDSMT –Carla Tiu, Barb Dolan 

 SDSU – Janine Haaland, Joyce Kepford, Aaron Aure 

 UC – Jennifer Schelske 

 USD – Jennifer Thompson, Carla Reihe, Brandy Durham, Sarah Morris, Mandy 

Hanson 

 RIS – Carolyn Jensen, Tim Shumaker 

 Ellucian – Paul Olsen, Gayle Jaacks 

 

As product implementation has moved forward, a go live date of Fall 2014 had been 

established, and the committee is now recommending that this be moved back to January 2015, 

or even Fall 2015.  The shift has resulted from a growing list of customizations that have been 

identified by campus representatives to make the tool function, and align with current 

practices/procedures at the institutional level.  On April 3rd, Monte Kramer, Sam Gingerich, 

Dave Hansen and Carla Reihe met to discuss the list of customizations (see Attachment I) and 

the projected student impact for each campus.  Following that meeting Monte Kramer provided 

BAC representatives with a Student Planner Update (see Attachment II), noting that the cost of 

the six items to be completed is $273,705 in one-time costs and represents $54,741 of on-going 

costs.  In addition to these six modifications, an additional modification for Colleague AEVP 

http://www.sdbor.edu/services/academics/AAC/documents/5.E_ImplementationofStarfishandStudentPlanner_AAC0214.pdf
http://www.sdbor.edu/services/academics/aac/documents/5.SReviewofCurricularFormsandProcessesAAC0913.pdf
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would also be necessary as a cost assessment has not been completed. Three items were 

completed and will be paid for out of the System IT Fund, they cost $29,820 in one-time funds 

and will be $5,964 in on-going maintenance.  The commitment at this point to move this project 

forward by the campuses would be $273,705 in one-time funds and $60,705 in on-going 

maintenance costs.   

 

During the BAC call on April 17, SDSU affirmed that the list of modifications identified 

were not complete, and that additional funding would be needed to make the system functional.  

Following discussion by the council, campuses affirmed that funds were not available to do the 

customization, and that AAC should discuss potential policy decisions that could avoid the need 

for further customization.  Following this discussion by BAC, Dave Hansen notified Ellucian 

about our timeline for customization noting the following: 

 

I understand Ellucian has programming resources in the queue for our Student Planner 

modifications.  Please let Ellucian know that our project is on hold and they can release 

those scheduled resources.  

 

It is time that SD evaluate the investment we have to put into this product to make it 

functional.   When we decided to move from DegreeWorks to Student Planner we did that 

because we wanted to invest in products that would be fully integrated with our Student 

system and this product appeared to be part of the Ellucian roadmap.  We simply cannot 

invest $300,000 in modifications out of the gate, knowing there is very likely more to 

come.  On top of that we then pay a ransoms price to maintain the modifications.   

 

While I believe our integrated systems approach pays us great dividends, and our 

students benefit, I’m not convinced that Ellucian really understands or develops software 

to support the model. 

 

AAC representatives should discuss Student Planner issues with campus personnel and 

be prepared to discuss future steps for addressing customization concerns, or provide direction 

for how the system moves forward with the implementation of this product.  

 

  



Student Planner Services Projects

Proposed:
Rate -> 213.00$                     

Ratio -> 50%

No# Item Description Type Priority

SD Revised 

Estimated 

Actual Hrs

SD Revised 

Estimated Actual 

One-Time Cost

SD Revised 

Estimated 

Actual On-

Going Cost Actual Hrs

Actual One-

Time Cost

Actual On-Going 

Cost Order Comments

1 Audit/Pass/Fail -  Affects Registration:  WA doesn't allow the 

student to register as Audit or P/F.  Student Planner allows them 

to pick that option but if not allowed, it defaults the registration 

to graded.  The student does not receive notification that the 

registration is graded and believes there are no other steps to 

take to enroll in the class as audit or pass/fail.   If university policy 

is to not register as audit or p/f, then Student Planner shouldn't 

have the option.

Hold 270 57,510.00$               11,502.00$      -                     -$                   -$                    This is a request for current functionality in 

Degree Audit that is not available in Student 

Planner.  WebAdvisor will not allow the 

student to register in a section that allows 

audit or pass/fail.  Student Planner does.  The 

audit, pass/fail option requires permission 

before registration and should not be allowed.

2 Blank Grades -  Affects Completed Courses:  BLANK grades should 

be listed as COMPLETE – there are certain sorts of courses (Test 

results, Transfer Equivalencies, some registered courses like 

LABS) that are considered complete just by virtue of their end 

date.  Student Planner lists these courses incorrectly as “In 

Progress”.

Release 2.4 120 25,560.00$               5,112.00$        -                     -$                   -$                    This is a request for new functionality.  In 

WebAdvisor, a noncourse equivalency pulls in 

with no grade and a Note that it is a noncourse 

equivalency.  Student Planner pulls in the 

noncourse equivalency with no grade, but it 

also lists it as In Progress, which it's not.

3 Collapse Requirements  • Affects My Progress:  Once the 

requirements for a specific requirement are completed or 

planned, the other courses listed with the requirement should be 

automatically collapsed.  Until all the courses for the requirement 

are completed, provide an Options button for the students to 

open up the course list again to change his planned courses, if 

need be.

• Affects Requirements in My Progress:  Some requirements have 

multiple lines of courses so the specific combinations can be 

written to effectively satisfy the requirement.  Once the a single 

group for the multiple group requirement has been planned, 

remove the lines for the other groups of courses.  For example, 

there are 39 lines for the Natural Sciences group.  Once the 

student completes 1 group, the other 38 lines of groups should 

be removed instead of saying fulfilled.

2 270 57,510.00$               11,502.00$      210.00              44,730.00$      8,946.00$          2.M? This is a request for new functionality.  This 

relates to one of the top reasons for an 

enhancement to Degree Audit, the length.  

With Student Planner, without this 

customization, the length would be longer than 

the Degree Audit report.
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4 Custom Paragraphs   • Affects notification to advisor & student:  

Degree Audit allowed for the use of custom paragraphs where 

universities could create university specific paragraphs that 

would display on the student’s evaluation.  This functionality is 

no longer in Student Planner.  There are many items that a 

student or advisor will not be aware of without the custom 

paragraph language.

• Affects notification to advisor & student:  The At a Glance 

section of the Student Planner should allow for university 

discretion in adding additional items such as Advisor, Academic 

Standing, etc.

• Affects notification to student:  Adding Notes/Steps on My 

Progress to Plan a Course would help the student or advisor that 

requires a procedure.

• Affects comprehension by student & advisor:  The font for 

Completed or Fully Planner should be larger and at the beginning 

of the text block, not the end.

5 220 46,860.00$               9,372.00$        230.00              48,990.00$      9,798.00$          This is a request for current functionality in 

Degree Audit that is not available in Student 

Planner, except the last bullet which is a 

request for an enhancement to Student 

Planner.  The universities use Custom 

Paragraphs for many purposes, i.e. - for athlete 

notifications.  

5 Residency - • Affects Requirements:  Colleague AEVP screen has a 

field for major residency.  In an environment with only 1 

university, this field works as expected.  However, in an 

environment with six universities in one database, the major 

residency field does not calculate the residency credits correctly 

for the university.

3 170 36,210.00$               7,242.00$        290.00              61,770.00$      12,354.00$        1.M This is a request for an enhancement to 

current Degree Audit functionality to work 

within the SDBOR environment.  Colleague has 

a field to calculate major residency.  With six 

universities using Colleague, the field needs to 

distinquish between the universities.

6 Session_Yearly Cycles - Affects Course Catalog and Planning:  Six 

public universities are in one instance of Colleague.  They all use a 

common course catalog in Colleague.  Many courses are common 

among the universities.  Session and yearly cycles fields are single 

valued in Colleague and do not provide the depth needed for six 

universities to have different session and yearly cycles.  SD needs 

a way to be able to input session and yearly cycles per  university 

and have them display in Student Planner.  

4 120 25,560.00$               5,112.00$        220.00              46,860.00$      9,372.00$          1.B This is a request for an enhancement to 

current Student Planner functionality to work 

within the SDBOR environment.  Student 

Planner and Colleague have fields for 1 session 

cycle and 1 yearly cycle.  SDBOR has a common 

course catalog.  For courses taught at more 

than one university, a mechanism to record 

and display multiple session & yearly cycles is 

requested.
7 Time Conflicts  • Affects Registration:  If a section is waitlisted 

and there is a conflict with another section, Student Planner 

should  register the sections that are not waitlisted.  

• Affects Registration:  If there are time conflicts, the Register 

Now button should register the sections that are not in conflict.  

Hold 320 68,160.00$               13,632.00$      -                     -$                   -$                    This is a request for new functionality.  This 

does not exist in WebAdvisor or Student 

Planner.  When a student has a time conflict 

and selects to Register all the sections, the 

sections that are not in time conflict should be 

registered for.  Currently, the student needs to 

register for each section individually if there is 

a time conflict.

8 What If Career Track Removal  • Load Sample Course Plan and 

What If:  The What If scenario allows the student to load the 

sample course plan to see their progress towards a new program.  

This is not an official change of program and when the student 

logs out, the What If program is gone.  However, the courses 

loaded with the curriculum tracks from the What If program are 

still listed and must be removed one by one by the student.  

When the What If program is removed by logging off, the courses 

in the sample course plan for the What If should also be 

removed.  

7 120 25,560.00$               5,112.00$        50.00                10,650.00$      2,130.00$          This is a request for new functionality.  The 

What If in WebAdvisor runs the program 

evaluation for that program.  There is no 

planning feature in WebAdvisor.  Student 

Planner brings in Curriculum Tracks for 

planning purposes.  If the student loads the 

Curriculum Track for the What If program, they 

manually will need to remove the planned 

courses for the What If program.
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9 Default Location Filter  • Affects Course Catalog:  Six public 

universities are in one instance of Colleague.  The default on the 

locations filter for the Student Planner Course Catalog is to 

display five universities.  This leaves one university off the list for 

courses that are common and taught at all six universities.  The 

default for SD should be six.

• Affects Course Catalog:  The university listing should always be 

alphabetical. 

Release 2.4 25 5,325.00$                  1,065.00$        -                     -$                   -$                    This is a request for a change to the default 

setting.  WebAdvisor does not have a Course 

Catalog similar to the Student Planner.  With 

the common catalog in Colleague that is pulled 

in to Student Planner, when all six universities 

offer a course, all six universities should be 

displayed for the student.  Student Planner 

currently only displays five universities and not 

in alphabetical order.

10 Location specific pre-requisites:  Pre-requisites and co-requisites 

by location must be taken into consideration in Student Planner.

Hold 110 23,430.00$               4,686.00$        285.00              60,705.00$      12,141.00$        2.B? This is a request for current functinality in 

WebAdvisor that is not available in Student 

Planner.
Translates of $ & # & in 2.4 -$                   -$                    
Cumulative Inst & GPA -$                   -$                    
Colleague AEVP updates for Min Inst Cred fields SP in 2.5 -$                   -$                    Ellucian is working to pull the AEVP min inst 

credits in 2.5 but AEVP in Colleague still needs 

to be customized to look at the program 

institutional credits, not institutional credits in 

general.

Sub-Total Proposed 1745 371,685.00$             74,337.00$      1285 273,705.00$    54,741.00$        

Approved:

Acutal Hours Actual One-Time

Acutal On-

Going Acutal Hours

Actual One-

Time Acutal On-Going

1 Display printed comments -  Display the printed comments from 

the ASCI screen.

46 9,798.00$                  1,959.60$        46 9,798.00$        1,959.60$          This is a request for current functionality in 

WebAdvisor that is not available in Student 

Planner.
2 Topic Code - Include Topic Code in the Student Planner Search 47 10,011.00$               2,002.20$        47 10,011.00$      2,002.20$          This is a request for current functionality in 

WebAdvisor that is not available in Student 

Planner.
3 Display Topic Code - Both university and topic code (location) 

should display in Student Planner.

47 10,011.00$               2,002.20$        47 10,011.00$      2,002.20$          This is a request for current functionality in 

WebAdvisor that is not available in Student 

Planner.
0 -$                            -$                   0 -$                   -$                    

Sub-Total Approved 140 29,820.00$               5,964.00$        140 29,820.00$      5,964.00$          

Total All Proposed and Approved 1885 401,505.00$             80,301.00$      1425 303,525.00$    60,705.00$        A
TTA
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Customization/University
10 100 1000 10000

Collapse Requirements   X

Custom Paragraphs  X

Residency  X

Session_Yearly Cycles  X

What If Career Track Removal  X

Location specific pre-requisites  X

Colleague AEVP updates for Min Inst Cred fields  X

DSU - all students

Collapse Requirements  x

Custom Paragraphs x

Residency x

Session_Yearly Cycles x

What If Career Track Removal x

Location specific pre-requisites x

Colleague AEVP updates for Min Inst Cred fields x

NSU

Collapse Requirements  
 X, the recent updates to Student Planner 

addressed this sufficiently

Custom Paragraphs 
  x- BOR required check for sufficient credits for 

honors will be lost but most can be written into 

requirements

Residency 
  x-must have to deal with our unique residency 

definitions

Session_Yearly Cycles 
 x-students need to know when a course will be 

taught at their campus

What If Career Track Removal 
  x- I think if a caution is posted very few will have 

problems with this.  I prefer to have it available.

Location specific pre-requisites
 x- students need to know the pre-reqs needed for 

the specific offering.

Colleague AEVP updates for Min Inst Cred fields
 x- with online availability and institutional residency 

requirements, this would streamline residency 

tracking issues.

Impact on Students

BHSU - All of these, with the exception of the last one, impact all of our students.  The last one would not impact everyone but would still impact a significant number.  All of these will 

impact more than a 1,000 students which is why I have checked the 10,000 column.   
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Collapse Requirements  2328

Custom Paragraphs 2328

Residency 2328

Session_Yearly Cycles 2328

What If Career Track Removal 2328

Location specific pre-requisites 2328

Colleague AEVP updates for Min Inst Cred fields 2328

SDSU

Collapse Requirements   13,000

Custom Paragraphs  10,000

Residency  13,000

Session_Yearly Cycles  13,000

What If Career Track Removal  0

Location specific pre-requisites 8000

Colleague AEVP updates for Min Inst Cred fields  13,000

USD

Collapse Requirements   X

Custom Paragraphs  X

Residency  X

Session_Yearly Cycles  X

What If Career Track Removal  X

Location specific pre-requisites  X

Colleague AEVP updates for Min Inst Cred fields  X

SDSMT - I would say 7 of these would impact our undergraduate students for which the count in fall 2013 was 2,328 students.
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Student Planner Update 

April 15, 2014 

 

In February, the Ellucian consultant and Carla traveled to each university for a day of consulting 

and demonstrations.  In the morning, they worked with the university staff on any issues they had 

with Degree Audit or Student Planning.  In the afternoon, the consultant along with the 

university representative provided a demo of Student Planning to the university users.  The 

university representative sent invites to select members of the university for the demos.  Most 

universities had two demos in the afternoon with an average of 25 attendees total.  The 

universities asked good questions and had some good ideas that were provided to Ellucian for 

future enhancement requests. 

 

In moving forward with the deployment, the Student Planner implementation committee has 

identified and recommended we move forward with a number of enhancements or 

customizations prior to adopting the solution in production.  An initial set of three were 

completed as they were critical to the operation of the product and they also provided us a 

template to use in evaluating additional modification estimates.  After the initial three had been 

moved forward, a set of seven additional customizations were recommended for consideration 

prior to being able to deploy the solution in production.  Those seven were reviewed with the 

project sponsors and we received approval to have Ellucian do the analysis work and provide 

assessments that identifies the actual time/effort to complete the modifications.  We have 

received the assessments and reviewed them with the project sponsors.  They raised additional 

questions and those are currently being researched.  Once we have all the information available, 

the project sponsors plan to convene a joint meeting with AAC and BAC to review and 

determine next steps.    The implementation committee supports most of the customizations 

affect all students and would provide a better experience in Student Planning for the advisor and 

student.   But, it requires that we modify the system and that requires a one-time and on-going 

commitment in funds.  There may be an opportunity to consider changes in policy to help reduce 

the impact in certain instances. 

 

At this point, Ellucian is arranging resources to support the completion of the work if/when the 

items are approved.  There may be an opportunity to put two work teams in motion to address 

the development work and thereby allow us to stay with the Fall 2014 go-live.  But, our current 

review process takes time and we may be moving our go-live date to be sometime after the start 

of the Fall semester.   
 

The project continues to move forward. 
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